1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

High throughput screening for drug discovery often generates many lipophilic active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), which requires formulation scientist to address their poor aqueous solubility and dissolution. According to the biopharmaceutics classification system (BCS), more than 40% of the drugs fall in the BCS Class II (low solubility-high permeability) and Class IV (low solubility-low permeability) categories[@bib1]. Depending on drug physicochemical property and chemical structure, although many formulation strategies, including complexing drugs with cyclodextrins[@bib2], conjugating drug to dendrimers[@bib3], salt formation of ionizable drugs[@bib4], prodrugs[@bib5], solid dispersions[@bib6] and use of co-solvents[@bib7], have demonstrated the improved drug solubility and dissolution, a universal solubilization technique which is suitable for most of the lipophilic drugs are still highly desirable[@bib8]. A growing interest has been focused on nanoscience and nanotechnology in medicine, where the nanodrug delivery systems were viewed as nanocarriers loaded with APIs in a scale range up to 1000 nm. The API was stabilized with excipients to form drug nanoparticle dispersion systems, such as micelles, polymeric nanoparticles, nanocrystals, nanoemulsions, liposomes and mesoporous silica nanoparticles[@bib9]. These nanoparticle formulations provided several advantages for the delivery of insoluble drugs, including: (1) the drug nanoparticles could increase the surface area to volume ratio, which generally improves the dissolution rate and solubility of poorly water-soluble drugs[@bib10], enhance specific interactions with cells and tissues, promote absorption and enhance bioavailability for BCS class II drugs[@bib11], [@bib12]; (2) formulation as nanodrugs will enhance the chemical stability of some drugs and control their release profile in gastrointestinal tract; (3) the drug nanoparticles could be tailored *via* surface functionality to achieve long circulation and targeted delivery[@bib13], [@bib14].

The fabrication techniques of drug nanoparticles are mainly divided into top-down and bottom-up methods[@bib15]. The top-down methods start with large drug solid crystals, which will be mechanically broken down into nanometer scaled drug particles by media milling or high-pressure homogenization. Particle size reduction with these methods is mainly obtained by shear, attrition, friction, pressure, or any combination. The top-down methods are able to produce fine drug nanoparticles and are viable for industrial scale-up production. Extensive studies have proven that these methods are effective for reproducible production of particles in the size range of a few hundred nanometers to 2 μm with the aid of proper stabilizers[@bib16], [@bib17]. However, it is extremely tough to break drug particles size down to 100 nm with these top-down methods[@bib18]. Moreover, the top-down methods is time and energy consuming, and the contamination from milling material or homogenization chamber is also a concern. On the contrary, the bottom-up methods including nanoprecipitation[@bib19], [@bib20], evaporation[@bib21], salting-out[@bib22], supercritical fluid technique[@bib23], [@bib24], and emulsification[@bib25] method are far more utilized in research laboratories because they could prepare smaller nanoparticles than top-down methods without requiring expensive equipment. Among of them, flash nanoprecipitation (FNP) provides a rapid mixing process based on kinetically controlled nanoprecipitation to tailor the size and surface properties of nanoparticles through the formulation of unique composition with stabilizers. It is relatively easy to scale up, efficient and reproducible for industrial use compared to other bottom-up methods. Therefore, this review will focus on introduction of FNP, such as the principle, mixing device, formulation of nanoparticles and application on poorly water-soluble drug nanoparticle formulations.

Fabrication of drug nanoparticles by FNP were suitable for poorly water-soluble drugs *via* the stabilizing nanoparticles surface by stabilizers, such as surfactants, polymers, and lipids, which were widely used to tailor the size of the nanoparticles. At present in laboratories, nanoparticles are mainly produced in a batch mode, although batch fabrication tends to suffer from irreproducibility of size, size distribution, and quality of the nanoparticles from batch to batch. It is critical to have an efficient, reproducible and controllable fabrication technique of nanoparticles *via* FNP. Therefore, several microfluidic mixing devices were developed to produce nanoparticles of poorly water-soluble drugs with continuous process control and excellent reproducibility. The most popular and successful microfluidic mixing devices reported were confined impinging jets mixer (CIJM) developed by Johnson and Prud׳homme[@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28] and multi-inlet vortex mixer (MIVM) by Liu and Prud׳homme[@bib29]. For further development with more convenient in tiny scale, various microfluidic mixer systems were also explored[@bib20], [@bib30], [@bib31].

2. Flash nanoprecipitation (FNP) {#s0010}
================================

2.1. Principles {#s0015}
---------------

FNP is widely used to tailor-made drug nanoparticles (*i.e*., aqueous nanosuspension of poorly water-soluble drugs) through bottom-up approach. As with conventional crystallization process, nanoparticles formed by FNP involve an initial nucleation stage, then the newly formed nucleation seeds capture dissolved molecules to grow up. The classical crystallization theory of molecule is a useful model to understand the mechanism of NPs formation by FNP[@bib32]. It involves a phase separation of solid from liquid process which is thermodynamically favorable. The driving force of such phase separation is the reduction from the high free energy (Δ*G*) of the supersaturation to nanoparticle suspension which has low Δ*G* and is thermodynamically stable. According to this theory, the nucleation mechanisms have be divided as "homogenous nucleation" which is in absence of foreign substance, and "heterogeneous nucleation" with existing foreign substance[@bib33]. For the drug nanoparticles prepared by FNP, their nucleation mechanisms were considered to be coexistence of homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation[@bib34]. The primary nucleation in FNP was likely to be heterogeneous nucleation, because supersaturation required for homogeneous nucleation was much higher than heterogeneous nucleation. Actually, the homogeneous nucleation of drug nucleus may start firstly due to higher supersaturation rate and higher nucleation rate of drug molecule. For heterogeneous nucleation in FNP process, the nucleus is the matrix of drug molecules and/or other hydrophobic excipients for the formation of nanocrystals, micelles, polymeric nanoparticles or solid lipid nanoparticles. The hydrophobic sites served as the nucleation seeds. The formed seeds could reduce the critical free energy (Δ*G*~cr~) for nucleation formulation and thus nucleation of solute occurs at a lower supersaturation condition. Therefore, the heterogeneous nucleation is much easier than homogeneous nucleation which is dominant in the FNP process.

The precipitation of nanoparticles process involves a rapid impingement mixing of two or more miscible liquid in a confined chamber, which include the following steps: solution and anti-solvent flash mixed to create high supersaturation condition, triggering solute (drug) nucleation, and growth by coagulation and condensation, simultaneously stabilized by precipitation of lipids, polymers or/and surfactants, to control the particle size in nanometer. The lipids, polymers or/and surfactants encapsulate drug molecule into hydrophobic core and provide steric stabilization by the hydrophilic layer around the nanoparticles, that inhibit further growth and aggregation of the nanoparticles.

The process of FNP contains several key components, the first of which is a rapid mixing time to create high supersaturation. The supersaturation for nanoprecipitation in solution is defined in Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$S = C/C^{*}$$where *C* represents real time concentration of drug in the organic solvent and anti-solvent mixture and *C*^\*^ represents the saturation solubility of drug in the mixed solution. As shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}[@bib35], after mixing with anti-solvent rapidly, the solute concentration rose up to the saturation concentration (*C*^\*^) and reached to the critical nucleation concentration (*C*~n~) where the precipitation process was triggered. At this stage, the nuclei formed rapidly and grown by coagulation and condensation of solute until they reached to a critical value where they are stable. After nucleation and precipitation proceeding, the solute concentration fell down to the critical nucleation threshold (*C*~n~), where new nucleation cannot be occurred any more[@bib36]. While the growth of the existed nuclei still continued until the solute concentration fell to the saturation solubility (*C*^\*^)[@bib37]. Finally, the formed nanoparticles would be stabilized with surfactants or aggregated without surfactants.Figure 1La Mer model[@bib35] and schematic diagram of the nanoparticle forming process during the FNP.Fig. 1

In order to obtain stable and ultrafine nanoparticle with a small distribution coefficient, it requires creating a higher nucleation rate but a negligible growth of nanoparticles. A higher degree of supersaturation of solute in solution was demonstrated to result in the reducing system Gibbs free energy (Δ*G*~cr~) of solution according to the Eq. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which leads to a higher nucleation rate (*B*) follows an Arrhenius relationship[@bib35], [@bib38].$$B = k_{1}\exp\left( {- \frac{\Delta G_{cr}}{KT}} \right)$$where *k*~1~, *K*, *T* and Δ*G*~cr~ respectively represent a constant, *i.e*., the Boltzmann׳s constant, the temperature in Kelvin scale and the critical system Gibbs free energy for nucleation.

Nucleation and growth happened simultaneously throughout the particle formation and both compete for consuming the supersaturation of solute. If the nucleus growth dominates in the supersaturation, the final particles exhibit a large particle size and broad size distribution[@bib39]. Therefore, it is very crucial to enhance the solute nucleation and inhibit nucleus growth in the particle formation process. As shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, it showed that two dominating time scales related to the process of nanoparticle formation named mixing time (*τ*~mix~) and particle formation time (*τ*~flash~)[@bib27], [@bib40], where *τ*~flash~ is composed of drug nucleation and growth time (*τ*~ng~) as well as the aggregation time of the block copolymer (*τ*~agg~).Figure 2Schematic representation of the process of FNP of organic actives and block copolymers (Reproduced from Ref. [@bib27] with permission. Copyright © 2003 CSIRO Publishing.).Fig. 2

These time scales are very important to the particle formation process and controlled by mixing. The ratio of *τ*~mix~ to *τ*~flash~ corresponds to a dimensionless Damkohler number for precipitation (Da~p~) in Eq. [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$${Da}_{p}{} = \frac{\mathit{\tau}_{mix}}{\mathit{\tau}_{flash}}$$

As shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, when Da~p~ \< 1, the mix process occur in a shorter period than the time required for the nucleation and growth phase. In this situation, supersaturation is attained rapidly and metastable state (*i.e*. the concentration between the saturation concentration and critical nucleation concentration of solute) is crossed quickly. Nucleation takes place rapidly and dominates in the FNP process. It will generate to a mass of drug nuclei and preparation of small and uniform drug nanoparticles. Otherwise, when Da~p~ \> 1, the mixing time (*τ*~mix~) of fluids is longer compared to the time of precipitation process (*τ*~flash~) and the critical nucleation concentration of solute is reached slowly. The metastable state of the solute is crossed very slowly. It will lead to the dominance of nucleus growth and particle size increasing. Therefore, it is necessary to increase the mixing rate and decrease the mix time of solvent and anti-solvent in the FNP. Microfluidic mixer devices with specialized mixing geometries, such as CIJM or MIVM, could offer rapid mixing in the order of milliseconds to microseconds by shortening the diffusion distance between solvent and anti-solvent due to their microscale.Figure 3The relationship between the mixing rate and nanoparticle size in a CIJM (Reproduced from Ref. [@bib27] with permission. Copyright © 2003 CSIRO Publishing.).Fig. 3

2.2. Parameters to be considered {#s0020}
--------------------------------

The crucial properties of drug nanoparticles, such as particle size, polydispersity, zeta potential, morphology, purity and stability, are primarily associated with the rate, magnitude and uniformity of supersaturation of solute created in the mixing system. While the properties or parameters of drugs, solvent, anti-solvent, stabilizers and temperature have a great influence on the nature of the formed nanoparticles described below.

### 2.2.1. Drugs {#s0025}

FNP method is commonly used to fabricate a large number of hydrophobic drug nanoparticles. For successful encapsulation of lipophilic drug into nanocarriers, the nucleation and growth of drug molecule should generate before the formation of the final nanoparticles. So this will require drug molecule do not dissolve in aqueous solution easily. When selecting drugs with suitable solubility, the log *P* or calculated log *P* (Clog *P*) can be considered as a key indicator of hydrophobicity. As the log *P* is the negative logarithm of the partition coefficient of the dissolved drug molecule between *n*-octanol and water, a higher log *P* suggests a more hydrophobic drug. Pustulka et al.[@bib41] suggested that nanoparticles of small molecule drug with Clog *P* less than 6 produced by FNP were unstable and underwent rapid Ostwald ripening. Zhu׳s study further suggested that when Clog *P* \> 12, drug nanoparticles were stable; when 2 \< Clog *P* \< 9, drug nanoparticles would occur fast Ostwald ripening and recrystallization; when Clog *P* \< 2, the drug was too soluble to form the nanoparticles by FNP [@bib42]. In general, the higher the log *P* of the drug molecule, the better the physical stability of the formed drug nanoparticles. Therefore, the highly hydrophobic APIs including *β*-carotene[@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], curcumin[@bib46], [@bib47], cyclosporine A[@bib48], [@bib49], doxorubicin[@bib50], [@bib51] and itraconazole[@bib52] were commonly used as model drugs in FNP reports. Moreover, some prodrugs with higher hydrophobicity than parent drug have been synthesized to facilitate encapsulation and/or improve nanoparticle stability[@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib53], [@bib54]. However, the hydrophobicity is not the only parameter of the drug which influenced the physical stability of nanoparticles, other properties, like ionization and crystallinity of drug, also should also be considered[@bib55], [@bib56].

In addition, the drug concentration in solvent is also important for the fabrication of drug nanoparticle by FNP. The drug concentration in solvent determined the degree of supersaturation created in the mixing process. A higher drug concentration would create a higher supersaturation level and nucleation rate, resulting in smaller particle size. Zhang et al.[@bib57] found increasing drug concentration from 20 to 60 mg/mL favored to decrease particle size from 410 to 240 nm. On the other hand, the drug concentration at 80 mg/mL, the drug particles tend to aggregate and increase the particle size. Zhang et al.[@bib58] investigate the effect of the cefuroxime axetil (CFA) concentration on the particle size without stabilizers. They found the particle size increased from 300 to 800 nm with the CFA concentration in acetone increasing from 60 to 120 mg/mL. Although a high drug concentration leads to a higher supersaturation that increases the nucleation rate, at the same time, a large number of nuclei also increases the viscosity and reduce the diffusion which leads the particle aggregation[@bib59]. In order to obtain the ultrafine drug nanoparticles, we need to screen the optimal drug concentration with balanced the nucleation rate and particle growth kinetics.

### 2.2.2. Solvent and anti-solvent {#s0030}

In general, the organic solvent will be composed by one or more polar organic solvents such as tetrahydrofuran (THF), acetonitrile, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), acetone, dimethyl formamide (DMF) and ethanol, which should be freely miscible with anti-solvent. The anti-solvent usually refers to water or aqueous buffer solution. Generally, the ideal organic solvent should have the highest capacity to dissolve the drugs and other hydrophobic excipients, such as polymers, lipids or surfactants, to ensure high supersaturation degree for precipitation. FNP is based on high supersaturation condition of drug molecule to trigger nucleation and growth of nanoparticles under controlled solvent/anti-solvent mixing conditions. Firstly, the various solvent/anti-solvent ratios impose different level of supersaturation for controlling nanoparticle growth. For FNP, a low volume ratio of solvent/anti-solvent will create a high supersaturation level and help to increase the nucleation rate of drug nanoparticles. While the high volume ratio of solvent/anti-solvent increases the drug solubility in the mixed solution which creates lower supersaturation level and confines the drug nucleation induction. Second, the mixing rates of solvent and anti-solvent which is relevant to *τ*~mix~ influence the nucleation and growth of solute. The detained elaboration has been shown in [Section 2.1](#s0015){ref-type="sec"}. Since the formed nanoparticles were dispersed in aqueous and organic solvent mixtures, the organic solvent needs to be removed from the system. Meanwhile, the organic solvent in the mixed solution will enhance Ostwald ripening due to that organic solvent will enhance the intrinsic solubility of drugs. Therefore, the removal of the organic solvent from the drug nanoparticle formulation may reduce Ostwald ripening and thus improve physical stability[@bib60]. Solvents with high boiling points such as DMSO and DMF are removed by dialysis, while the low boiling point solvents, like THF, acetone and ethanol, can be removed by vacuum evaporation. In addition, the FNP generally combined with freeze-drying[@bib47], [@bib61] or spray-drying[@bib48], [@bib62], [@bib63] to remove the solvent and stabilize the drug nanoparticles for long-term storage.

### 2.2.3. Stabilizers {#s0035}

For drug nanoparticles prepared by FNP, the stabilizers have great influence on their formed particle size and long-term stability during storage. Reduction of the particles to nanometer scale greatly enhanced their surface area as well as the excessive interfacial energy. It is thermodynamically unstable due to agglomeration to large particles will happen to minimize the excessive interfacial energy. Many stabilizers were used to encapsulate drugs or protect drug nanoparticles from growing and agglomeration, hence stabilize the drug nanoparticles. The stabilizers adsorbed on the nanoparticles surface during the FNP process can decrease particle size significantly by reducing the interfacial energy at solid-liquid interface and increasing the nucleation rate[@bib40], [@bib64]. On the other hand, it also can provide a long-term stability by limiting the Ostwald ripening[@bib65], crystal form transformation[@bib66], [@bib67] and nanoparticle agglomeration[@bib68], [@bib69].

The selection of the stabilizer and its concentration is crucial to stabilize the drug nanoparticles with smaller size. The types of stabilizer used in FNP could be non-ionic polymer (HPMC, PMMA, HPC, HPMCAS, CMCAB), ionic polymer (NaCMC, NaAlg, Chitosan, PEI, PAH, Chitosan, PSS), linear polymer (PVP, PVA, PEG, PAA), hydrophobic polymer (PLGA, PLC, PLA), amphiphilic copolymer (poloxamer, PEG-PCL, PEG-PLA, PEG-PS, PEG-PLGA), surfactant of ionic type (SDS, CTACl, sodium cholic acid, sodium deoxycholic acid) or non-ionic type (Tween, Span, TPGS, lecithin, DSPE-PEG, Cremophor EL). The affinity of different stabilizers on drug surface determines their adsorption kinetics. The higher affinity of stabilizer--drug is, the faster stabilizer adsorbs on the drug surface, and hence the smaller drug nanoparticles are acquired[@bib70]. The affinity strength of stabilizer--drug depends on the properties of the stabilizer and drug. For instance, stabilizers with higher hydrophobicity and higher H-bonding capacity (with more hydroxyl and carboxylic group) often had better affinity to the particle surface[@bib71]. Dalvi and Dave[@bib39] found that HPMC (more hydrophobic and more hydroxyl for H-bonding) is more effective than PVP (less hydrophobic, less H-bonding) for stabilizing griseofulvin nanoparticles. In a simple principle, the affinity of stabilizer--drug is directly proportional to the strength of stabilizer--drug interaction and inversely proportional to the strength of stabilizer--solution (liquid phase) interactions[@bib72], [@bib73]. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) can also be used to predict the affinity of stabilizer--drug in aiding stabilizer selection[@bib74].

In addition to the affinity of stabilizer to drug surface, steric stabilization and electrostatic repulsion also play a significant role in the drug nanoparticle stabilization. For steric stabilization, the amphiphilic polymer and non-ionic polymer are appropriate for stabilizing nanoparticles prepared by FNP due to their large hydrophobic and hydrophilic block. The hydrophobic block can provide strong van der Waals force with the lipophilic drugs, resulting in high adsorption and encapsulating drug molecule. The hydrophilic block distribute on the particle surface, providing steric stabilization and preventing aggregation of drug nanoparticles. Thus, the size and molecular weight of polymer are important for drug nanoparticle stabilization. Hydrophilic PEG containing amphiphilic polymers are popular as PEG prolongs nanoparticle circulation *in vivo*[@bib75]. Hydrophobic blocks, such as PLGA, PLA and PCL are commonly used as core materials[@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44]. It has been found that the incorporation of some hydrophobic molecule as co-stabilizer such as cholesterol could facilitate the rearrangement of amphiphilic stabilizer toward a micelle-like structure, and thus prolonging the particle stability[@bib52]. For electrostatic stabilization, the charged ionic polymer and surfactant can offer repulsive force between particles due to similar charges on particle surface. The *β*-carotene and paclitaxel were stabilized with polyelectrolytes, such as *ε*-PL, PEI, chitosan and NaAlg, to form the polyelectrolyte complexes by FNP[@bib45], [@bib76]. Ionic stabilizers formed an electric double layer around hydrophobic drug particles to prevent agglomeration. Actually, the surfactants often combined with polymeric stabilizers to enhance the drug nanoparticle stabilization through synergistic effect. The studies found that the combination of HPMC with SDS was more effective for drug nanoparticle stabilization than HPMC alone or HPMC--Tween 80 combination[@bib38], [@bib66] because the ionic surfactant SDS offered the electrostatic repulsion and HPMC offered the steric protection to the drug particles. On the other hand, the surface properties of the nanoparticles were also largely determined by the stabilizers, such as zeta potential, morphology[@bib69], long circulation[@bib77], and cellular uptake ability[@bib78].

The optimal concentration of the stabilizer for smaller particle size and better stabilization often depends on its water solubility and molecular structure. For surfactant, increasing its concentration is favor to the faster adsorption on solid liquid interface due to the higher concentration gradient and thus results in smaller drug nanoparticles[@bib79]. For polymer, lower concentration is required due to its low critical flocculation concentration (CFC) and large molecular weight. An increasing polymer concentration generally increased drug particle size and encapsulation efficiency[@bib80], [@bib81]. Because the high concentration polymer with large molecular weight significantly increased the viscosity of solvent which impeded the drug diffusion and result in large particle size[@bib82]. For instance, Guhagarkar et al.[@bib79] found the particle size decreased from 1000 to 300 nm with the PVA increasing from 0.1% to 0.5%. When further increased the PVA concentration to 4%, the particle size increased due to the increased viscosity. Using Pluronic F68 and Tween 80 as surfactants, the particle size decreased with the concentration increasing from 0.1% to 4%.

### 2.2.4. Temperature {#s0040}

Temperature also plays an important role in particle size and particle size distribution by controlling solubility, supersaturation, nucleation rate and process kinetics during the FNP process. Usually, the FNP was operated at room temperature. Kim and Tan[@bib83] evaluated the effect of precipitation temperature on the particle size in FNP. The nanoparticles decreased from 560 to 232 nm with the precipitation temperature reducing from 54 to 25 °C. As the above, a decrease in temperature reduces the equilibrium solubility and increases the level of supersaturation which increases the nucleation rate, decelerates the coagulation rate and reduces Ostwald ripening at a lower temperature. Thus, some researchers operated at low temperature to fabricate the smaller drug nanoparticles with narrow distribution, such as at 4 °C and in ice-bath[@bib84], [@bib85].

3. Mixing devices {#s0045}
=================

3.1. Confined Impingement Jets Mixer (CIJM) {#s0050}
-------------------------------------------

The confined impinging jets were widely used for production of nanoparticles of water insoluble drugs *via* FNP. As shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, the CIJM consists of a syringe pump and a mixing chamber with two opposing liner jets. The two fluid streams in opposing liner jets were drove to collide at high velocity by syringe pump to reduce the scale of segregation between the micro-volume liquid streams in the mixing chamber. Actually, Johnson and Prud\'homme first evaluated FNP in detail using a CIJM in 2003[@bib26]. In confined impinging jets mixer, the different jets diameters, chamber size, geometry and outlet configurations affect the process performance of the mixer[@bib26], [@bib86], [@bib87]. They fully characterized the micro-mixing in impinging jets that could predict the mixing performance, reaction selectivity, and scale-up criteria.Figure 4Schematics of confined imping jet mixer (CIJM).Fig. 4

Many researchers have used this CIJM to prepare various drug nanoparticles summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. They were mainly applied in the preparation of drug polymeric micelles[@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib50], polymeric nanoparticles[@bib88], [@bib89], [@bib90] and solid lipid nanoparticle[@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib91] by nanoprecipitation methods. The high mixing efficiency and uniformity *via* CIJM were helpful in creating high supersaturation and high nucleation rates, which generated small and uniform nanoparticles with higher drug encapsulation efficiency (DEE) and drug loading capacity (DLC). For the CIJM, the flow rate of liquid jets is an important process parameter. As mentioned in the principle of FNP, the increasing in the flow rates of the opposite liquid jets will contribute to the higher supersaturation levels and thus higher nucleation rates, which generate smaller and uniform nanoparticles. Turino et al.[@bib88] prepared PCL and PLGA nanoparticles with different particle size at different flow rates from 40 to 120 mL/min. Their study showed the higher velocity of the two opposite streams, the smaller nanoparticles obtained. The mixing in the CIJM can be as fast as milliseconds, but the CIJM is limited by the requirement of near equal flow rate of the opposed streams. So the volume ratio of organic solvent and anti-solvent (water) is 1:1. Because the presence of the organic solvent which is half volume of the mixed solution will significantly increase the drug solubility and limit the highest achievable supersaturation[@bib55], the device of CIJM for the preparation of drugs nanoparticles formulations always equipped with a subsequent dilution process. Han et al.[@bib43] prepared the *β*-carotene PEG-*b*-PLA nanoparticle (formulation volume: 5 mL) by the CIJM with the immediate dilution into 45 mL water at the ratio of 1:9. The resulting mean particle size was 55 nm and the formulation was stable. Nanoparticles prepared without dilution were highly unstable and grew to micron size within seconds. The dilution ratio after mixing in the CIJM also influenced the drug nanoparticle size and stability. As shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, the dilution ratio (formulation volume *vs*. water volume) was generally from 1:9 to 2:1. So for CIJM with equal flow ratio of solvent to anti-solvent, immediate dilution with a large amount of anti-solvent (water) is essential to generate fine and stable nanoparticles. As list in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, most the mass ratios of drug to stabilizer were 1:1 or less than 1. This maybe because too much amount of drug would increase the drug particle size and be adverse to the stability of drug particle. For CIJM, because the temperature control in the process was inconvenient, most of CIJM were operated under room temperature.Table 1Application of CIJM in drug nanoparticles fabrication.Table 1API (log *P*)[a](#tbl1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Solvent (S)Flow rate (S/W flow ratio)Dilute ratio[b](#tbl1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}StabilizerAPI/Stabilizer mass ratioMean size (nm)Zeta (mV)PDIStability[c](#tbl1fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}Ref.*β*-Carotene (15.232)THF30 mL/min (1:1)1:9PEG-PLA1:155n/an/an/a[d](#tbl1fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}[@bib43]72 mL/min (1:1)1:4PEG-PCL; PEG-PS2:1--2:970--130n/an/an/a[@bib44]Curcumin (2.517)Acetone/DMF/THFn/a (1:1)1:9PEG-PLA1:170--150--0.7150.05--0.22 h[@bib46]Acetone30 mL/min (1:1)1:9PEG-PLA; PVP1:1\< 1000.11n/a5 day[@bib47]Doxorubicin (1.27)Acetone or THF40 to 120 mL/min (1:1--1:8)n/aP(MePEGCA-*co*-HDCA)1:20--1:580--300--20 to --50n/an/a[@bib50]Paclitaxel (4.73)THF72 mL/min (1:1)1:9PEG-PLGA1:1122n/an/a90 min[@bib42]Paclitaxel prodrug (18.36)1:1868 dayFlorfenicol (2.84)Acetone40, 80 or 120 mL/min (1:1)2:1PCL1:12--5:6230--300--32 to --40\< 0.1n/a[@bib88]PLGA1:12--5:670--105--15 to --25\< 0.2Melatonin (1.34)Acetone5 to 120 mL/min (1:1)2:1PCL0.18--6250--400--17 mVn/an/a[@bib89]Menthol (3.216)Acetone/ACN/THF5 to 120 mL/min (1:1)0.24--2PCL0.76--2200--500--20 to --450.05--0.3n/a[@bib90]Cyclosporine A (3.0)Ethanol120 mL/min (1:1)1:5Soy lecithin; lactose10:1.025180--700n/an/an/a[@bib48]40:120 mL/min (1:3)4:5Lecithin; dextrose monohydrate0.7:1.8260[@bib49]Clofazimine (7.66)Acetone/THF12 mL/min (1:1)1:4HPMCASn/a90--28.70.24n/a[@bib91]Lecithinn/a170--52.30.16[^1][^2][^3][^4]

The particle size, zeta potential (*ζ*), polydispersity index (PDI) and stability of nanoparticle drugs produced by CIJM were also summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. The size of nanoparticle drugs was all almost in the nanoscale (\< 1000 nm). The particle size distributed uniformly, and polydispersity index (PDI) was below 0.3. The zeta potential (*ζ*) of nanoparticle drugs was almost electrically negative or neutral. The Zeta potential (*ζ*) was primarily determined by the polymer and stabilizer of nanoparticle drugs. For the poorly water-soluble nanoparticle drugs prepared by nanoprecipitation, the drug encapsulation efficiency (DEE) could be more than 90%[@bib46], [@bib92]. The high EE is due to the drugs have limited solubility in water, and thus most of them are encapsulated immediately in the nanoparticles upon FNP. Except the drug properties, the drug encapsulation efficiency (DEE) and drug loading capacity (DLC) also related to the formulation prescription and process, such as the solvent, flow rate, dilute ratio, stabilizer, especially the drug to stabilizer ratio. Most of the drug nanoparticles have low crystallinity, which could be due to the rapid precipitation of drug molecule and the effect of polymers and stabilizers prevent the formation of long-range order of drug crystals during FNP processes. However, because the amorphous drugs were easily to recrystallize in water and thus increased the particle size the researchers usually combined the CIJM with freeze drying or spray drying to stabilize the nanoparticle drugs for storage. For example, Chow et al.[@bib47] prepared the curcumin (CUR) PEG-PLA nanoparticles using the CIJM. They found that the CUR nanoparticles were unstable even after proper optimization due to the nanoparticle aggregation and CUR recrystallization. After freeze drying with cyclodextrins derivatives Kleptose, the CUR nanoparticles had a good long-term storage stability (\>1 year). Chiou et al.[@bib48] used CIJM to produce cyclosporine (CsA) nanoparticles with lecithin and lactose, followed by spray drying to produce dry powder for inhalation.

3.2. Multi-Inlet Vortex Mixer (MIVM) {#s0055}
------------------------------------

To overcome the limitation of the CIJM yet keep its ability of rapid mixing, scalability, and ease of operation, Prud׳homme and coworkers[@bib29] further developed MIVM ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}), which is also commonly used for FNP. In this device, the mixing chamber is connected to four inlets and the liquid streams were drove to collide at an angle with high velocity by syringe pumps, thus the mixing adopts vortex principle. Since each stream contributes independently to the micromixing process in the mixing chamber, the MIVM can be applied to various solvent ratios and materials. It can freely adjust flow rate of solution and anti-solvent in mixer to achieve different levels of supersaturation, thus to manipulate the nucleation and growth time scale. The high-efficiency and rapid mixing rates of solution and anti-solvent in MIVM ensured that the mixing time is shorter than nucleation and growth time of nanoparticles. Because of the flexibility to adjust the solvent ratios and materials by varying the content and flow velocity of incoming streams, MIVM has stronger function and wider application than CIJM in the preparation of poorly water-soluble drug nanoparticles as shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. The MIVM was mainly applied in the preparation of drug polymeric micelles[@bib34], [@bib46], [@bib61], polymeric nanoparticles[@bib96], [@bib97], [@bib108], polyelectrolyte complex[@bib34], [@bib45], nanocrystal drug[@bib102], [@bib107] and solid lipid nanoparticle[@bib62], [@bib104], [@bib106].Figure 5schematics of multi-inlet vortex mixer (MIVM).Fig. 5Table 2Application of MIVM in nanoparticles fabrication.Table 2API (log *P*)[a](#tbl2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Solvent (S)Flow rate of streamsS/W ratio[b](#tbl2fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}StabilizerAPI/Stabilizer mass ratioSize (nm)Zeta (mV)PDIStablility[c](#tbl2fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}Ref.*β*-Carotene (15.232)THFS/S/W/W=13.3/13.3/120/120 (mL/min)1:9*ε*-PL1:1150--180+50n/a1 week[@bib45]PEI1:150--102+15 to +705 weekChitosan1:155--100+25 to +401 weekS/S/W/W=1:1:1:1--1:1:9:91:9--1:1PEG-PS; PEG-PCL1:150--250n/an/an/a[d](#tbl2fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}[@bib34]S/S/W/W=1:1:10:101:10PEG-PLGA1:1110--140n/an/an/a[@bib63]S/W/W/W=12/12/48/48 (mL/min)1:9Dex-PLLA1:1177n/a0.165n/a[@bib92]S/S/W/W=13.3/13.3/120/120 (mL/min)1:9PEG-PS; PEG-PLA; PEG-PCL1:130--70--20n/an/a[@bib93]PEG-PLGA1:1[@bib42], [@bib93]S/S/W/W=6/6/24/24-6/6/78/78 (mL/min)1:13--1:4PEG-PCL1:100--1:1\< 210n/a0.12n/a[@bib94]S/W/W/W=30/30/30/30--36/9/9/9 (mL/min)1:3--1PEG-PLA1:20--1:128n/a0.1n/a[@bib95]Curcumin (2.517)Acetone/DMF/THFS/W/W/W=1:10:1:101:21PEG-PLA1:190--120--0.1320.1--0.32 h[@bib46]DMFS/W/W/W=5/45/5/45 (mL/min)1:19PEG-PLA and PVP1:1:1--1:1:0.8\< 80--0.290.09n/a[@bib61]S/W/W/W=10/90/10/90 (mL/min)1:19PLGA and PVP1:1:0.850n/a0.11n/a[@bib96]THFS/W/W/W=6/6/54/54 (mL/min)1:19PLGA1:150--250--33.1n/a10 min[@bib97], [@bib98]PEG-PLA1:1120--2.5n/a[@bib98]S/W/W/W=3:10:10:101:10CMCAB; PLGA1:1200--35 to --410.2--0.25n/a[@bib99]S/W/W/W=5.82/6.5/6.5/6.5 (mL/min)3:10CMCAB; PLGA1:9--1:1167--202--35 to --480.2--0.25n/a[@bib100], [@bib101]ethanolS/W/W/W=11/11/99/99 (mL/min)1:19PVP1:820--8.210.371 month[e](#tbl2fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}[@bib102]Curcumin SPIO (n/a)DMFS/W/W/W=5/45/5/45 (mL/min)1:19PEG-PLA1:2\< 100--0.40.14n/a[@bib103]Cyclosporine A (3.0)EthanolS/S/W/W=30/30/30/30 (mL/min)1:1Lecithin and lactose0.125:5:50200--300n/an/an/a[@bib62], [@bib104], [@bib105]TPGS50:1160n/a0.08n/a[@bib105]S/S/W/W=20/20/30/30 (mL/min)2:3Lecithin and lactose0.125:5:50170n/an/an/a[@bib106]Paclitaxel prodrug (n/a)THFS/W/W/W=12/40/40/40 (mL/min)1:10PEG-PS; PEG-PLA; PEG-PCL; PEG-PLGA1:150--110n/an/an/a[@bib54]S/S/W/W=13.3/13.3/120/120 (mL/min)n/a1:1100n/an/an/a[@bib41]Ursolic acid (8.731)EthanolS/W/W/W=2/2/10/10-8/8/40/40 (mL/min)1:11PVP K90 and SDS3:5.5:5.5100--300--8 to --10\< 0.255 week[@bib107]Nitric oxide (NO) prodrug (n/a)THFS/W/W/W=12/40/40/40 (mL/min)1:10PEG-PS3:8.6240n/an/an/a[@bib53]PEG-PLA3:8.6225SR13668 (n/a)THFS/W/W/W=6/6/54/54 (mL/min)1:19PLGA1:4--1:1150n/an/a24 h[@bib108]Doxorubicin (1.27)DMF; acetoneS/W/W/W=10/90/10/90 (mL/min)1:19PEG-PLA and PVP1:5--1:1\< 100--0.250.15--0.330 day[e](#tbl2fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}[@bib51]Cholesteryl bodipy (n/a)THFS/W/W/W=10/100/100/100 (mL/min)1:30PLA and Tween 800.01:10:30196.0--18.50.173n/a[@bib109]TIPS pentacene (15.385)THFS/W/W/W=9.99/33.3/33.3/33.3 (mL/min)1:10PEO-PDLLA1:100-1:5090--115--140.28n/a[@bib110]Itraconazole (6.2)DMFS/W/W/W=11/11/99/99 (mL/min)1:19TPGS1:191.1--100.10115 day[e](#tbl2fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}[@bib52]PEG-PLA1:1120--20n/aRitonavir (4.9); Efavirenz (3.035)THFS/W/W/W=3:10:10:101:10CMCAB; CAP Adp 0.33; CAP Adp 0.85; CA 320 S Seb1:3100--200n/a0.2n/a[@bib111]Clarithromycin (3.16)THFS/W/W/Wn/aCMCAB100:33100n/an/an/a[@bib112]Schisantherin A (4.901)AcetoneS/W/W/W=4/4/80/80 (mL/min)1:41PEG-PLGA and HPMC E34:4:570--24.70.1046 h[@bib113]Clofazimine (7.66)AcetoneS/W/W/W=12/12/36/36 (mL/min)1:7Zein and NaCas2:2:1240--46.40.11n/a[@bib91][^5][^6][^7][^8][^9]

Similar to CIJM, the flow rate of liquid streams is also an important process parameter for MIVM. In addition to the flow rate, MIVM has a higher flexibility for stream arrangement due to multiple inlets, such as solvent/solvent/water/water (S/S/W/W)[@bib34], [@bib45], solvent/water/solvent/water (S/W/S/W)[@bib114] and solvent/water/water/water (S/W/W/W)[@bib34], [@bib46]. The volume ratio of organic solvent to water solution could be varied from 1:41 to 1:1. The most commonly used volume ratio of organic solvent to water was 1:9 or 1:19. Therefore, through the manipulation of flow rate and composition of the liquid streams, MIVM is more flexible to obtain different levels of supersaturation to control particle size. But different from CIJM, MIVM provides the final drug formulation with very low organic solvent concentration and thus reduces the Ostwald ripening of resulting drug nanoparticles. MIVM can produce stable and small drug nanoparticles without further dilution process. The mass ratios of drug to stabilizer were also mostly 1:1 or less than 1 as list in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. The particle size, zeta potential (*ζ*), polydispersity index (PDI) and stability of nanoparticle drugs produced by MIVM were summarized in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. The size of drug nanoparticles was all almost in the nanoscale ( \< 1000 nm). The particle size distributed uniformly, and polydispersity index (PDI) were all below 0.3. The Zeta potential (*ζ*) was primarily determined by the polymer or stabilizer of drug nanoparticles. For instance, the *β*-carotene polyelectrolyte complexes were electropositive. Due to they were stabilized by electrostatic interaction with cationic polymer, such as *ε*-PL, PEI and chitosan.

Same as the drug nanoparticles prepared by CIJM, most of the drug nanoparticles prepared by MIVM were amorphous[@bib62], [@bib93], [@bib99]. For the poorly water-soluble drug nanoparticles fabricated by FNP, compact and ordered crystalline structure could not be generated due to insufficient time available for crystals growth. The highly disordered amorphous nanoparticles with high free energy could increase the drug dissolution rate and water solubility, which in favor to higher bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drugs. However it will also bring problem for drug nanoparticles due to its thermodynamic instability. The metastable amorphous drug nanoparticles tend to convert to its stable crystal form during storage as mentioned in [Section 3.1](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}. The transformation of drug crystalline form is a physical process referred to phase change and equilibrium, which mainly included the mechanism of solid--solid phase transformation and solution-mediated phase transformation[@bib115]. For drug nanoparticles fabricated by FNP, most of the crystalline transformations were the solution-mediated phase transformation in water. According to this mechanism[@bib116], [@bib117], the metastable amorphous drug nanoparticles dissolved continually and a new more stable crystal form then nucleated and grew in water. The new formed drug crystal grew larger and larger until the amorphous drug nanoparticles dissolved completely. Because of the solubility of the metastable crystal is higher than that of the stable crystal, the difference of the solubility of the different crystal forms is the driving force of the crystalline transformation. Therefore, many studiers used suitable excipients[@bib66], [@bib67] and combined with freeze-drying or spray-drying by removing water medium to stabilize the drug nanoparticles as amorphous[@bib61], [@bib62], [@bib63], [@bib97], [@bib98], [@bib104], [@bib105], [@bib106], [@bib108], [@bib112].

3.3. Microfluidic mixer systems {#s0060}
-------------------------------

Microfluidic mixer systems have been widely used in the fields of chemical synthesis, diagnosis, crystallization, combinatorial synthesis, nanoparticles synthesis, biochemical assays and high-throughput screening[@bib118], [@bib119]. More recently, microfluidic mixer systems have been the powerful devices for nanoparticles preparation in microliter scale. As the name suggests, microfluidics refers to the fluid in networks of channels with micrometer scale, and the reaction volume is greatly reduced to microliters. Due to the micron-sized scale, microfluidics behavior differs from conventional flow theory. As suggested by the low Reynold׳s number in the microfluidic mixer, liquid flow patterns were deemed as laminar in parallel without turbulence[@bib120], [@bib121]. Mixing occurred as a result of diffusion of molecules across the interface between solvent and anti-solvent fluids within microseconds as the schematics shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}. Microfluidic mixer systems maximized the mixing performance, leading to the highest mixing efficiency and homogeneous reaction environment of the solute solution under continuous flow condition. In addition, the microfluidic mixers possess a high surface to volume ratio and consequently highly efficient heat transfer and temperature control, which is the special advantage over the regular mixer, such as CIJM and MIVM. Zhao et al.[@bib120] prepared danazol nanoparticles *via* microfluidic mixer under the conditions of different anti-solvent temperatures, where the particle size prepared at 4 °C was apparently smaller than that obtained at 30 °C with more narrow particle size distribution.Figure 6Schematics of Y-shape microfluidic mixer (A), T-shape microfluidic mixer (B), planar flow focusing mixer (C) and cross-shaped planar flow focusing mixer (D).Fig. 6

With the further development of microscale mixers of nanoparticles fabrication, microfluidic mixer systems have evolved from simple channel to more functional and complex systems for better controlling of operating parameters. Meanwhile, "on-chip" micro-fabricated systems provided a wide range of designs, from two dimensional layouts to fully three dimensional and more complex structures allows for precise manipulation of hydrodynamics for efficient mixing and controlled addition of reagents at precise time intervals[@bib30], [@bib122].

There are various variations of microfluidic mixers available for FNP of poorly water-soluble drugs as shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, such as Y-shape microfluidic mixer[@bib120], [@bib123], [@bib124], [@bib125], [@bib126], T-shape microfluidic mixer[@bib127], Planar flow focusing mixer[@bib128], [@bib129], [@bib130], [@bib131], [@bib132], Cross-shaped Planar flow focusing mixer[@bib133], [@bib134], [@bib135], [@bib136], [@bib137] and other specific microfluidic mixers[@bib122], [@bib138], [@bib139], [@bib140], [@bib141], [@bib142], [@bib143]. The microfluidic mixers have been used for high throughput screening and properties controlling of various drug nanoparticles by adjusting the parameters. These have been used for preparation of nanocrystals[@bib120], [@bib123], [@bib124], [@bib125], [@bib126], [@bib127], [@bib128], polymeric micelles[@bib129], [@bib130], [@bib131], [@bib132], [@bib141], polymeric nanoparticles[@bib122], [@bib133], [@bib134], [@bib139], [@bib140], solid lipid nanoparticles[@bib135], [@bib136], lipid−polymer nanoparticles[@bib142], [@bib143], polyelectrolyte complex[@bib138], even the liposomes[@bib137]. In addition, they could be integrated with the on-line measurement systems on a single technology platform. For example, the microfluidic mixer chips were integrated with miniaturized dynamic light scattering (DLS) as a powerful tool for real time and micro-monitor of nanoparticle[@bib144], [@bib145]. Many more complicated microfluidic mixers for special-purpose were described in previous reviews[@bib20], [@bib30], [@bib31] and will not described in detail here. Microfluidic mixer systems process the great potential for industrial-scale production of drug nanoparticle formulation by extensive mixers in parallel[@bib146]. There are three levels to scale-up the production of drug nanoparticles, including expanding arraying identical channels, multi-layers with channel arrays and integrated mixer devices in parallel[@bib30]. Li et al.[@bib147] developed a continuous generation of polymer particles in parallel multiple modular microfluidic (M^3^) reactors, which could produce polymer micro-gel particles with polydispersity not exceeding 5% at a productivity of 50 g/h. Also, Nisisako and Torii[@bib148] produced the monodisperse emulsion droplets and particles using microfluidic large-scale integration on a chip. The production module comprised 128 cross-junctions arranged circularly on a 4 cm × 4 cm glass chip, which could be applied in the mass production of homogeneous monomer droplets. Therefore, the research and development of these scaled-up microfluidic mixer systems would greatly promote the industrialization of nanoparticle drug by FNP.Table 3Application of microfluidic mixers in nanoparticles fabrication.Table 3Microfluidic deviceAPI (log *P*)[a](#tbl3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Solvent (S)StabilizerAPI/Stabilizer mass ratioSize (nm)PDIFormulationRef.Y-shape microfluidic mixerDanazol (4.20)Ethanoln/a[b](#tbl3fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}n/a364n/aNanocrystals[@bib120]Hydrocortisone (1.43)PVP; HPMC; SLS2:1:1:0.2580--4500.21[@bib123]PVP; HPMC; Tween 805:2:5:13000.18[@bib124]Cefuroxime axetil (0.11)Acetonen/an/a350n/a[@bib125]Atorvastatin calcium (n/a)Methanoln/a210--760n/a[@bib126]T-shape microfluidic mixerCurcumin (2.517)Ethanoln/a190--450n/a[@bib127]Planar flow focusing mixerRubrene (13.731)THF/EtOH: 30/70CTACl1:4050--110n/a[@bib128]n/aDMSOPluronic F127n/a100--130n/aPolymeric micelles[@bib129]Mithramycin (1.29)n/a52--61n/a[@bib130]Dexamethasone (1.83)n/a6--207n/a[@bib131]*β*-Carotene (15.232)THF2.3570n/a[@bib132]Cross-shaped planar flow focusing mixern/aDMAcPolybenzimidazolen/a70--120n/aPolymeric nanoparticles[@bib133]ACNPEG-PLGAn/a10--50n/a[@bib134]AcetoneSoftisan 100; Pluronic F68n/a60--2800.01--0.29Solid lipid nanoparticles[@bib135]Ethanoln/a50--2800.14--0.19[@bib136]Isopropyl alcoholLipidn/a100--300n/aLiposomes[@bib137]2D flat chipDoxorubicin (1.27)DMFPLGA3:500100--2340.13Polymeric nanoparticles[@bib122]3D arc chip\< 1000.133D double spiral chip\< 1000.06Rotating tube processorMeloxicam (3.01)n/aPAH; PSSn/a\< 1000.015Polyelectrolyte complex[@bib138]Multi-inlet impact-jet micromixerKetoprofen (2.77)THFPMMA; Cremophor ELP1:2:1100\< 0.2Polymer nanoparticles[@bib139]High pressure interdigital multilamination micromixer (HPIMM)n/an/a\< 0.3[@bib140]3D flow focusing mixern/aAcetonitrilePEG-PLGAn/a30--230n/aPolymeric micelles[@bib141]Tesla structure mixerPLGA; Lipid; Lipid-PEG40Lipid−polymer nanoparticles[@bib142]Microvortice mixer30--170[@bib143][^10][^11]

4. Summary and future perspectives {#s0065}
==================================

As described before, many different nanoparticle formulations of poorly water-soluble drug have been prepared by FNP using CIJM, MIVM and other microfluidic mixer systems, indicating that FNP devices are the promising techniques for nanoparticle fabrication. FNP by microfluidic mixer devices is a simple, rapid and scalable method capable of continuously preparing drug nanoparticles with controlled sizes within 1000 nm, narrow size distributions and tailored surface properties. These laboratory devices are very helpful in optimizing conditions in favor of nanoparticle production. In FNP, the key to prepare ultrafine drug nanoparticles is to create the rapid, uniform and high supersaturation of solute to drive high nucleation rates. Moreover, the properties or parameters of drugs, solvent, anti-solvent, stabilizers and temperature also have a great influence on the formation of nanoparticles. The continuous and controllable production of ultrafine nanoparticles with good repeatability by microfluidic mixer devices makes it potentially scalable easily from laboratory to industrial scales. In addition, the microfluidic mixer devices can be conducted in parallel in hundreds units to scale up with the same operating condition.

However, there are also many issues need to be addressed for the FNP by microfluidic mixer devices. The residual organic solvent in the drug nanoparticles or formulations will result in instability of nanoparticles by Ostwald ripening after particle formation. In addition, it may also cause the medication safety problems to patients due to the toxicity of the residual organic solvent. The drug nanoparticles made by FNP were mostly amorphous and less stable as compared to their crystalline counterpart during storage. Therefore, freeze drying or spray drying is desirable to remove solvent and store the nanoparticles as solid state to enhance their long term stability.
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[^1]: The data of Log *P* was experimental Log *P* from Scifinder database.

[^2]: The volume ratio of formulation volume *vs*. water volume.

[^3]: The minimum stability time at room temperature, if no otherwise specified.

[^4]: n/a, the data was not mentioned or determined in the paper.

[^5]: The data of Log *P* was experimental Log *P* from Scifinder database.

[^6]: The volume ratio of solvent *vs*. anti-solvent (water).

[^7]: The minimum stability time at room temperature, if no otherwise specified.

[^8]: n/a means the data was not mentioned or determined in the paper.

[^9]: The minimum stability time at 4 °C.

[^10]: The data of Log *P* was experimental Log *P* from Scifinder database.

[^11]: The n/a means the data was not mentioned or determined in the paper.
